Ukrainian

The United Nations recommended system was approved in 2012 (X/9), based on the rules for the romanization of Ukrainian adopted on January 27, 2010 by the Ukrainian Government\(^1\). The 2010 system was a modification of an earlier one adopted in 1996 by the Minister of Justice that was long used in Ukrainian maps and listings\(^2\). The first national scheme for romanizing Ukrainian names was adopted in 1993\(^3\).

The system has been implemented in Ukrainian maps and gazetteers, also increasingly in international cartography. The rules apply both to geographical and personal names in Ukraine.

Ukrainian uses the Cyrillic script which is alphabetic. The system is not fully reversible: some characters are not differentiated in romanization, the apostrophe and the soft sign are not romanized at all, and certain identical romanized letter sequences can arise from different character originals.

### Romanization

| 1  | Ааа | 13 | Іїїі, yi\(^B\) | 25 | Ффф |  
| 2  | Ббб | 14 | Йййй, y\(^B\)  | 26 | Ххх | ks  
| 3  | Ввв | 15 | Кккк   | 27 | Ццц | ts  
| 4  | Ггг | 16 | Лллл   | 28 | Ччч | ch  
| 5  | Ііі | 17 | Мммм   | 29 | Шшш | sh  
| 6  | Ддд | 18 | Нннн   | 30 | Щщщ | shch  
| 7  | Еее | 19 | Оooo   | 31 | Ююю | iy\(^B\)  
| 8  | Єєє | 20 | Пппп   | 32 | Яяя | ia\(^B\)  
| 9  | Жжж | 21 | Рррр   | 33 | Ььь | (not romanized)  
| 10 | Ззз | 22 | Сссс   | 34 | ' ' | (not romanized)  
| 11 | Ііі | 23 | Тттт   |  
| 12 | Ііі | 24 | Уууу   |  

\(^{A}\) gh is used in the romanization of зг (zgh).

\(^{B}\) The second variant is used at the beginning of a word.

Note. Cursive forms of some characters might be formed differently: Аа Бб Вв Гг Дд Ее Єє Жж Іі Ії Ії Ії Кк Лл Мм Нн Оо Пп Рр Сс Тт Уу Фф Хх Цц Чч Щщ Щщ Ьь Ьь'

### Other systems of romanization

The BGN/PCGN 1965 System gives, as a single block, different Roman equivalents to the following Ukrainian characters (the national equivalents are in parentheses):
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